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Abstract
The study investigates the relationship between the information and communication-enabled supply chain integration (SCI) and sustainable supply chain performance (SSCP).
Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there is no empirical evidence on the impact of
blockchain technologies (BT) on the SSCP. Therefore, the primary aim of this study is to
assess the relationship between BT and SSCP. More specifically, the study was conducted
to examine the direct influence of BT on SCI and SSCP and the interactive effect of BT
and SCI on SSCP. Based on the dynamic capability theoretical lens, the present study conceptualizes the use of BT as a specific IT resource to collaborate and reconfigure the ties
with the upstream and downstream supply chain members to achieve SSCP. The results of
the study support the hypothesis stating that BT positively influences the SSCP. The results
recognize the role of SCI as a significant mediating variable between the BT and SSCP.
The result indicates the strong influence of SCI with full mediation effect on the relationship between the BT and SSCP.
Keywords Blockchain · Supply chain integration · Supply chain performance · Automotive
sector · Economic sustainability

1 Introduction
The automotive sector is one of the driving forces of the Indian economy, contributing
about 49% to the country’s manufacturing gross domestic product (GDP) and employing over 32 million workforces (Economic Times, 2020). Indian automotive industry
is the fourth largest manufacturer of commercial vehicles globally and is classified into
four segments: two-wheeler, passenger car, commercial vehicles, and tractors (Sahoo &
Rath, 2018). With the vast potential for electric and autonomous cars, India is expected to
become a world leader in shared mobility by 2030 (IBEF, 2018). The automotive sector is
highly competitive and challenging, under pressure to continuously improve its sustainable
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supply chain performance (SSCP) (Nassar et al., 2019; White, 2017). Achieving SSCP
needs the firms to be innovative in providing value to their customers.
The recent developments in the field of information and communication technologies
(ICT) have demonstrated ICT intervention is a promising approach to make the Supply
chain (SC) processes more efficient (Queiroz & Wamba, 2019). Besides, previous studies have found that ICT increases SC integration (SCI) to handle a substantial increase
in volume and complexities of information between various SC partners (Prajogo &
Olhager, 2012). There is also a prediction that ICT-enabled Industry 4.0 technologies will
augment process integration, resulting in sustainable organizational performance (Lu &
Xu, 2017; Kamble et al., 2018). Specifically, the study’s sustainability focus is on defectfree operations on the upstream and downstream sides. Today’s organizations are consistently searching for innovative ways to integrate ICT into their business process to acquire
sustainable benefits (Carrera & Kurnia, 2015; Centobelli et al., 2020).
Blockchain is a prominent technology with the vast potential to resolve the SC complexities (Hofmann et al., 2018; Ivanov et al., 2018; Kamble et al., 2018; Nayak &
Dhaigude, 2019; Queiroz & Wamba, 2019; Viryasitavat et al., 2020). Blockchain Technology (BT) is an organizational capability that integrates all the SC assets and resources,
adding value to the activities such as product tracking, information sharing, and providing transparency in SC transactions (Aste et al., 2017; Korpela et al., 2017; Pazaitis
et al., 2017). BT builds trustworthiness and reliability in the SC network when integrated
with the other cutting edge technologies such as cloud computing (Liu & Xu, 2017), robotics system (Mueller et al., 2017), Internet of Things (IoT) (Yang et al., 2017), big data
analytics (Belhadi et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2017), cybersecurity (Yu et al., 2017) and simulations and prototype (Ramadan et al., 2017). BT is expected to have a significant impact on
the SC processes in the context of the automotive industry (Chen, 2018).
Although previous studies justified the investments made in ICT improves SCI and
supply chain performance (SCP) (Vanpoucke et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2015), others have
found that these investments have failed to create a sustained impact on the organizational
performance (Rehman & Hussain, 2013). Inconsistencies in the findings motivate us further to investigate the relationship between the ICT-enabled SCI and SSCP. Moreover, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no empirical evidence on the impact of BT on the SSCP.
SCI is a significant factor in improving partnership and collaboration among the SC participants (Prajogo et al., 2016). BT provides secured storage of all the SC transactions,
easily accessible to all the SC partners, thereby improving SCI level (Biswas et al., 2017).
Previous studies have also identified SCI as a significant mediating variable in the SSCP
literature, subject to various independent and dependent variables (Flynn et al., 2010; Prajogo & Olhager, 2012; Rai et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2017). BT has the potential to enhance
the SCI, contributing towards business excellence and sustainability. Hence, this study also
undertakes an empirical investigation of SCI’s role as a mediating variable in the relationship between BT and SSCP. Therefore, the primary aim of this study is to assess the relationship between BT and SSCP. More specifically, the study was conducted to examine
BT’s direct influence on SCI and SSCP and the interactive effect of BT and SCI on SSCP.
Adopting the dynamic capabilities theory, the study conceptualizes BT as a dynamic
capability and explores its direct influence on SCI and indirect influence on SSCP. The
data to answer the above research question was collected through a questionnaire survey
conducted with 253 managers from the Indian automotive industry. The remaining of the
paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the discussion on theoretical background
and hypotheses development. Section 3 presents the details of the research methodology.
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Section 4 discusses the findings of the study. The conclusions, implications, and limitations
of the study are discussed in Sect. 5.

2 Theoretical background and hypothesis development
2.1 Blockchain in the automotive industry
A recent study by IBM (2020) reported that 62% of practitioners in the automotive industry
perceived that Blockchain would be a disruptive force in the automobile industry by 2021.
However, India’s automobile industry has been slow in leveraging the technology due to
various reasons but is slowly gaining momentum to grab the emerging opportunities (Kamble et al., 2018). The recent developments in the global automobile industry have forced the
Indian government to develop a long-term regulatory roadmap for the automobile industry
(FRPT, 2020a). The government plans to bring the Indian automotive industry at par with
developed nations in safety and emission regulations. Further, the developments in connected technologies such as GPS tracking, dash camera, telematics-based insurance, and
SOS services will, in turn, drive the growth of intelligent vehicles, demanding clarity on
the government rules and regulatory frameworks (FRPT, 2020b). The present study’s findings will help the Indian policy makers and the supply chain practitioners develop relevant
policies for the Indian automotive industry, taking into consideration its linkages with the
supply chain integration and supply chain performance.
The new wave of digital transformation has forced Indian automobile companies to
innovate and adopt new technologies. The automobile companies must change their focus
from selling price optimization to life cycle cost optimization, building competitive advantage and opening new business opportunities (Kamble et al., 2018).

2.2 Dynamic capabilities theory
“Capability is considered dynamic when it enhances the firm’s ability to make decisions,
solve problems, identify opportunities and threats, and modify existing resources” (Barreto, 2010; Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Teece et al., 1997). Perks et al. (2017) claims
that BT in SCs brings together all the SC partners to co-create value by performing their
assigned task, achieved through the dynamic configuration of SC resources. Dynamic
capability is defined as “the capacity of an organization to create, extend, and modify its
resource base purposefully” (Helfat & Winter, 2011, p 4). Following the dynamic capability theory, it is believed that organizations can create ‘value’ by modifying SC processes
and resources. BT’s principal value drivers include increased transparency, immutability,
ledger privacy, reliability, and trustworthiness (Kamble et al., 2018). These value drivers
are expected to reduce transaction-based costs, add new services, delineate the organizational boundaries and automate and decentralize the SC decision making (Angelis & da
Silva, 2018; Pereira et al., 2019).
The use of BT in SC is perceived to improve the productivity and performance of the
organizations through hyper-levels of SCI, end-to-end integration of product and process
data (Wang et al., 2019). Polim et al. (2017) also suggest Blockchain as a technology with
high information integration capability. In this study, BT is considered as a dynamic capability “that provides the ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external
competencies to address rapidly changing environments” (Teece et al., 1997). Further, the
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literature on organizational capability reveals that the firm’s internal integration and external integration are associated with each other leading to performance improvements (Huo,
2012), encouraging us to select the construct of SCI in the present study.

2.3 Blockchain technology (BT)
BT is defined as a “distributed, shared, encrypted database that serves as an irreversible and incorruptible repository of information” (White, 2017). The blockchain principle
works on the distributed ledger, information synchronization, information access, and user
validation (Kano & Nakajima, 2018). Other researchers consider BT as an ICT-enabled
SCI innovation that integrates several other ICT technologies such as software development tools, cryptographic technology, database technology, and data analytics (Mougayar, 2016). In a supply chain, BT provides a high level of integration and acts as a single
source of information to all the SC partners (Korpela et al., 2017). BT supports all the SC
domains that include planning, procurement, manufacturing, and delivery (Kamble et al.,
2018). BT provides organizations with increased SC visibility and transparency in transactions (Ivanov et al., 2018).
Moreover, BT applications can help track the organizations’ purchase activities (Hofman et al., 2018) for negotiating better quantity discounts (Joshi, 2017). BT helps the
organizations in SC risk mitigation by developing accurate demand forecasts and SC
resources management (Ivanov et al., 2018). In the manufacturing domain, BT can monitor
and validate the manufacturing parameters (Shanley, 2017; Subramanian et al. 2020).
Industry 4.0 technologies are data-driven, generating a massive amount of data for making effective decisions. BT can be used to leverage the big data generated from industry 4.0
technologies (Jeschke et al., 2017). The additive manufacturing integrated with BT leads to
better process documentation, improving the product design features (Holland et al., 2017).
BT can improve the SC participants’ efficiency by standardizing and distributing the quality documentation processes across all the SC (Kamble et al., 2020). Wipro has developed
a BT application to identify and eliminate counterfeit items, thereby providing a high product transparency level (Wipro, 2017). In logistics and transportation, the significant contribution from BT can be in the form of vehicle tracking and freight management (Winnesota, 2017). Even though the organizations are aware of the benefits provided by the BT,
the full-fledged deployment in the SC is far from reality (Kamble et al., 2018). Angelis
and da Silva (2018) suggest that organizations’ decision to adopt Blockchain should not be
based on the hype surrounding the benefits of BT, but the value the Blockchain will provide to the organization. In this study, we measure the impact of BT adoption on SSCP in
the Indian automotive sector, which is sharply shifting to digitalization, thereby changing
the entire business model. Recent studies emphasized that many automotive industries and
stakeholders have used the BT in autonomous vehicles, cybersecurity, and connected cars
to achieve scalability, auditability, and real-time monitoring (Belhadi et al., 2020). Manufacturing industries, supply chain logistics, retailing, and leasing are some of the automotive industry’s key functional areas which can be leveraged through blockchain technology
(Upadhyay et al., 2021).

2.4 Supply chain integration (SCI) in the automotive sector
SCI is a widely researched topic in supply chain management that aims to provide increased
value to the end customers. SCI has three dimensions, namely, “process integration” (PI),
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“supplier integration” (SI), and “customer integration” (CI) (Alfalla-Luque et al., 2013;
Ataseven & Nair, 2017; Näslund & Hulthen, 2012). The three SCI dimensions are further
categorized into two main components; external (SI and CI) and internal integration (II)
(Flynn et al., 2010). CI refers to “the degree to which a firm collaborates with its customers to improve visibility and enable mutual planning” (Wong et al., 2011). CI embraces the
bi-directional flow of information, service, and materials between the focal company and
customers; it also includes information flowing from customers to the focal company. CI
helps the organizations develop accurate demand forecasts, adapt to demand fluctuations,
implement JIT delivery systems and postponement strategies (Flynn et al., 2010; Dong
et al., 2001; Van Hoek, 1999). SI refers to “the degree to which firm partners with its suppliers to structure their inter-organizational practices, procedures, strategies, and behaviors
into a synchronized and manageable process to fulfill customer’s requirements at the lowest
cost and quick deliveries” (Flynn et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2008). SI enhances knowledge
sharing, reducing the uncertainty, transaction costs (Williamson, 1989), inventory costs,
and the bullwhip effect (Lee et al., 1997). PI provides easy access to the firm’s integrated
database (Zhao et al., 2008), interconnecting all the focal firm departments with a highly
integrated information system (Mackelprang et al., 2014). PI provides all the departments
access to real-time information helpful in tracking and retrieving inventory status throughout the SC (Alfalla-Luque et al., 2013). The studies have identified that the PI improves
the upstream supplier and downstream customer integration (Huo, 2012). In this study, we
examine the role of both the internal and external SCI dimensions, as Blockchain technology adoption (BTA) in a manufacturing firm is intended to synchronize the flow of products and information within and across the supply chains.
The customers’ value is provided through the effective and efficient flow of finance,
product, and information through inter-and intra-organizational collaboration on strategic, tactical, and operational dimensions of business processes (Alfalla-Luque et al., 2013;
Huo, 2012; Yu et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2011). SCI is achieved through the involvement of
upstream and downstream stakeholders and digitally links them to the business processes
within and between the organizations (Ataseven & Nair, 2017). SCI’s role has been extensively studied in the literature and is found to be a significant variable affecting the SC and
firm performance (Flynn et al., 2010; Prajogo & Olhager 2012, Zhu et al., 2017).
Particularly in the automotive sector, value is generated through transactions and contracts in business networks that create a flow of goods and services. The underlying markets could include open markets such as a car auction or a private market such as a supply
chain financing. In every case, assets are transferred across the business network between
the different stakeholders. For that reason, firms within the automotive industry, which
are always on the lookout for capabilities, technologies, and strategies enabling them to
enhance SC performance (Upadhyay et al., 2021), have to be synchronized with each other
within the automotive SC, thereby developing SCI.

2.5 Sustainable supply chain performance (SSCP) in the automotive sector
SSCP plays a significant role in the successful functioning of an organization. The timely
and efficient evaluation of the supply chains helps in strategy formulation, implementation,
and monitoring (Gawankar et al., 2017). With the increasing scope and extensive activities
of the supply chains, tracing the events is becoming a significant challenge. The customers
and buyers will appreciate the real value of the products or services if the supply chains
offer transparency and provide details of the various historical incidents linked with the
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product and services (Dickson, 2016). The SC’s transformation towards a digital eco-system requires that the existing interdependencies between the SC partners are modified, and
information access is opened to all the SC participants. All the SC partners become equally
crucial for successfully integrating collective value creation and shared responsibility
(Kamble et al., 2018). Most of the previous studies that deal with sustainable supply chains
have emphasized the inclusion of economic, environmental, and social dimensions of sustainability (Belhadi et al., 2020; Carter & Rogers, 2008; Formentini & Taticchi, 2016).
In the present study, we have focused on economic sustainability to accentuate improving the automotive SC’s financial performance and establishing its soundness in the longterm. In our research, we focus on organizations’ ability within the automotive SC to attain
high financial performance in the long-term instead of concentrating on short-term goals
of improved profitability and productivity. Therefore, this study defines economic supply
chain sustainability as the driver of an organization’s improved financial performance and
the supply chain through systemic and strategic coordination between multiple business
functions (Jin et al., 2017). Keeping in view the significant role played by both the customers and suppliers in achieving SCI, the study takes a comprehensive view of the SC
and consider that the SSCP is dependent on the ability of the SC partners to adapt to the
increasing environment dynamics (Gunasekaran et al., 2017; Vanderhaeghe & de Treville,
2003). Accordingly, digitalization technological advancements present increasing challenges to modern SC networks in terms of complexity and dynamicity, which requires a
higher level of dynamic capabilities (DC) in the SC. Therefore, SSC performance and DC
are related through similar environmental and organizational conditions, making the application of DC concepts in the field of SCP a logical choice (Hong et al., 2018; Beske et al.,
2014).
Furthermore, organizations striving for a sustainability strategy are increasingly exposed
to unpredictable changes than if they do not aim. More powerful players in such environments are more likely to sanction organizations that do not respect their sustainability
requirements. The worst thing is when these requirements are changing at a high pace and
in unpredictable ways. Therefore, SCP and SSCP address the dynamics incorporated onto
organizations through the influences of a globalized world with its characteristics of highly
vulnerable logistic networks, globalized competition, and almost instant digitalization and
information sharing capabilities (Beske, 2012, Beske et al., 2014; Hong et al., 2018). These
factors are characteristics of a highly dynamic environment for which the DC concept is
intended.

2.6 Blockchain technology adoption and sustainable supply chain performance
The large number of actors involved in a SC network results in a lack of transparency and
accountability (Casey & Wong, 2017). Therefore, as the leading technology developed in
the context of digitalization in the SC, BT resulted in safe transactions, improved transparency, and product traceability (Aste et al., 2017; Kshetri, 2018), resulting in reduced
costs and improved SSCP (Queiroz and Wamba, 2019). The other benefits of BT include
increased accountability and auditability (Kshetri, 2018; Zou et al., 2018), fraud prevention
(Lu & Xu, 2017), privacy, cyber-security, and protection (Kshetri, 2017), and improved
financing processes (Ahluwalia et al., 2020). The level of trustworthiness offered by the
BT-enabled SC is found to be the essential element in developing closed SC relationships and improved SSCP (Kwon & Suh, 2005; Panayides & Lun, 2009). Following this
observed potential of BT for improving SSCP, the study proposes the first hypothesis as:
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H1 BTadoption directly and positively influences the SSCP.
2.7 Blockchain technology adoption, supply chain integration, and sustainable
supply chain performance
BT digitally integrates multiple stakeholders, facilitating supply chains with benefits of
product traceability, settlement of transactions, process automation, and execution of smart
contracts (Chang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018). Polim et al. (2017) identify information
integration as one of the significant capabilities of BT. The SCI provided by BT is highly
secured and prevents the information stored on the ledger from unauthorized access (Xu
et al., 2017). BT enables hyper-levels of SCI that integrate the customers, supplier, and
customer’s information (Kamble et al., 2018; Korpela et al., 2017). Kshetri (2018) suggest
integrating Blockchain with IoT to identify the source of SC disruptions, which can successfully address the crises as product recalls. Similar integration of BT with other emerging technologies will reduce the uncertainty, enhancing SC transparency (Biswas et al.,
2017; Lu and Xu 2017), process integration (Lee and Pilkington 2017), and traceability
(Jeppsson and Olsson 2017). Blockchain enhances privacy, auditability and increases the
operational efficiency of supply chains (Gupta 2017; Weber et al., 2016). The literature
suggests that SCI influences SSCP (Huo 2012; Vanpoucke et al., 2017). The recent studies
analyzing the effect of ICT-enabled integration technologies such as IoT (De Vass & Shee,
2018; Rai et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2015) and SC information systems (Sundram et al., 2018)
on SSCP, suggests SCI as a significant mediating variable. This leads to the second and
third hypothesis as:

H2 BT adoption directly and positively influences SCI.
H3 SCI mediates the relationship between BTA and SSCP.

3 Research methodology
3.1 Procedures and sample
The proposed model, shown in Fig. 1 and the associated hypothesizes, were tested using
a survey-based approach. The companies were first selected from the Automotive Components Manufacturers Association of India (ACMA) and The Society of Indian Automotive Manufacturers (SIAM) database. The online questionnaire was designed and distributed using a Google-drive link to 525 managers from 305 companies. The participation
in the survey was kept voluntarily and only those respondents who have at least two years
of experience in the automotive industry in order to ensure a minimum of familiarity of
the respondents with the specifies of the automotive sector. Additionally, only respondents aware of the BT and SCI concepts were requested to participate in the survey. A total
of 253 respondents representing 187 automotive and auto-component manufacturing firms
responded to the survey. Overall the response rate was approximately 48%. The respondents of this study varied in terms of gender (Male-82%, Female-18%), work experience (2
to 5 years-36%, 5 to 10 years—39%, 10–15 years—13%, above 15 years—12%), and their
position (Production/manufacturing managers 32%, Digitalization and technology lead
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Fig. 1  The proposed research model

managers 12%, Procurement and supply-18%, Plant managers—8%, SC planning—21%
and Logistics—9%).
For analysis, all the statistical analysis was performed on the single value obtained after
averaging the multiple responses from a single company for all the items. Therefore, the
effective sample size was the number of organizations (n = 187) (Venkatraman & Grant,
1986; Huo et al., 2015). These 187 companies varied on the characteristics of the number of employees (less than 100 employees-17%, 100–500 employees—33%, 500–1000
employees—35%, and above 1000 employees—15%) and type of ownership (private—78%
and joint ventures—22%). The sample size of 187 companies was found to be reasonable
for conducting confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural equation modeling (SEM)
considering the exploring topic of BTA and its relationship with SCI and SSCP (Sideridis
et al., 2014; Wolf et al., 2013).

3.2 Measurement scales
All the responses were collected on a five-point Likert scale. The BTA measurement items
ranged from 1 (not considering implementing it) to 5 (successfully implemented). The
items for BT were developed based on the descriptive items listed by Kamble et al. (2018)
and Queiroz and Wamba (2019). It included nine items concerning the present status of
implementation of the BT (e.g., Our manufacturing firm is in the process of implementing
or implemented BT). As the items developed for measuring the BT were new 25 manufacturing practitioners and three academics with the knowledge of BT were approached for
pre-testing the BTA dimension scales. The BT scale originally included 12 items, which
were subsequently reduced to nine following the advice from the expert panel consulted.
The measures of SCI were adapted from Lu and Xu (2017) and Zhu et al. (2017) and
ranged from 1 (highly disagree) to 5 (highly agree). It included seventeen items classified
in three primary constructs namely, internal integration, customer integration, and supplier
integration. The measurement scale for SSCP was adapted from Green et al. (2008) and
has been adopted in many other studies (Gunasekaran et al., 2017; Dwayne Whitten et al.,
2012). The items ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (highly agree) and included eleven
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measurement items focused on the economic sustainability dimension. The list of measurement items used for the study is presented in Appendix I.

3.3 Validity analysis
3.3.1 Non‑response error and common method bias
The collected data were subjected to a non-response bias test before using it for further
statistical analysis. As per the suggestions of Armstrong and Overton (1977), the extrapolation technique was employed to accommodate late responses to non-respondents. The
total time taken to complete the survey was ten weeks (28th October 2019 to 10th January
2020), during which two waves of mail were sent. The collected responses were split into
two groups. One before the second wave (sample responses = 143) and the other after the
second wave (sample responses = 110). Two sample t-test was used to test the differences
in these two groups’ mean values on all the items. The results indicated no significant
differences between the two groups, suggesting that the second wave of respondents was
not different from the first wave of respondents. The t-values observed for the constructs
were: BTA (t= − 1.420; p = 0.158), II (t = 1.591, p = 0.114), CI (t= − 0.415, p = 0.679), SI
(t = 0.866, p = 0.388), and SSCP (t = 0.236, p = 0.814). Hence, we conclude that there were
no non-response bias issues in the data. The common method bias is a common issue in
statistical-based investigations when the data is collected from a single respondent from
a company. This may lead to an artificial increase in sample sizes and inflated estimates
(Podsakoff & Organ, 1986). The common method bias was reduced by ensuring that the
measurement items were kept simple, maintaining the respondent’s anonymity, and including only those respondents who are aware of the concepts on BT and SCI (Podsakoff et al.,
2003).
Further, we did not restrict the responses to a single respondent in the organization but
collected an average of three responses in each company that was later averaged to compute
a single response. However, we tested the presence of common method bias statistically, as
Podsakoff et al. (2003) recommended using Harman’s one-factor test. The complete model
with five constructs exhibited a combined total variance of 78%, whereas the first factor
accounted for only 44% of the total variance. The results did not show any presence of
common method bias in the data.

3.3.2 Descriptive statistics and normality of data
The mean, standard deviation, and normality measures such as Skewness and kurtosis are
presented in Table 1. The mean scores for the BTA varied between 2.91 and 3.52, indicating that the automotive manufacturing organizations in India are implementing BT. The
mean values for the SCI indicated a satisfactory level of II (3.53–3.82), CI (3.64–3.70), and
SI (3.8–4.19) in the organizations. The mean values in the range of 3.88–4.04 indicated the
high ability of the organizations to achieve improved SSCP with the implementation of BT.
The maximum absolute values for Skewness and Kurtosis were observed to be 1.33 (with a
standard error of 0.206) and 2.09 (with a standard error of 0.410), respectively. The Skewness and Kurtosis values were within the prescribed limits and indicated the normality of
the data (Curran et al., 1996).
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Table 1  Descriptive statistics and factor loadings
Measurement Items

Mean

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

Factor loadings

BT1

3.07

1.35

− 0.19

− 1.16

0.802

BT2
BT3
BT4
BT5
BT6
BT8
BT9
BT7
II1
II2
II3
II4
II5
II6
CI1
CI2
CI3
CI4
CI5
SI1
SI2
SI3
SI4
SI5
SI6
SSCP1
SSCP2
SSCP3
SSCP4
SSCP5
SSCP6
SSCP7
SSCP8
SSCP9
SSCP10
SSCP11

3.19
3.52
3.04
3.28
2.91
2.99
2.99
3.04
3.78
3.53
3.90
3.76
3.54
3.82
3.64
3.70
3.68
3.67
3.70
3.80
3.92
4.17
4.03
4.06
4.19
4.04
4.03
4.02
3.99
4.01
3.99
3.98
3.93
4.01
3.83
3.83

1.37
1.41
1.47
1.41
1.43
1.28
1.37
1.52
1.08
1.11
1.03
1.11
1.09
1.01
1.31
1.30
1.34
1.35
1.16
1.09
1.09
0.93
0.97
0.96
0.90
1.04
1.03
1.04
1.01
0.99
1.02
1.01
1.06
0.85
1.01
1.02

− 0.24
− 0.51
− 0.16
− 0.31
0.06
− 0.10
− 0.10
− 0.15
− 0.65
− 0.32
− 0.90
− 0.65
− 0.26
− 0.95
− 0.88
− 0.88
− 0.88
− 0.86
− 0.77
− 0.86
− 1.16
− 1.33
− 0.93
− 1.01
− 1.23
− 1.17
− 1.19
− 1.16
− 1.01
− 1.11
− 1.15
− 1.15
− 0.91
− 1.03
− 0.63
− 0.66

− 1.23
− 1.04
− 1.39
− 1.21
− 1.27
− 0.96
− 1.18
− 1.48
− 0.30
− 0.58
0.71
− 0.34
− 0.63
1.00
− 0.31
− 0.29
− 0.37
− 0.43
0.05
0.14
0.94
2.09
0.79
1.03
1.85
1.16
1.28
1.19
0.86
1.23
1.28
1.30
0.51
1.87
0.25
0.20

0.791
0.649
0.738
0.664
0.801
0.763
0.704
0.554
0.674
0.846
0.602
0.676
0.836
0.595
0.863
0.871
0.867
0.861
0.790
0.662
0.655
0.875
0.791
0.827
0.850
0.921
0.926
0.930
0.897
0.935
0.931
0.933
0.908
0.763
0.787
0.866

3.3.3 Factor analysis
Factor analysis was performed to test how the respondents perceived the multiple items
selected for the study. The factor analysis was performed on all the 35 measurement items
using principal components and Varimax rotation methods. Five factors were extracted,
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explaining 78% of the total variance. The “Kaiser–Mayer–Olkin” (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy value was observed to be 0.90 (Barlett’s test p-value of 0.00), which is considered to be an excellent value. The factor loading values are given in Table 1.

3.3.4 Multicollinearity analysis
The presence of multicollinearity within the measurement items was verified with the variance inflation factor (VIF) by collapsing all the items into a composite index for testing the
structural model (Boßow-Thies & Albers, 2010). The VIF values ranged between 1.231
and 2.063, below the threshold value of greater than 1 and less than 10 (Hair et al., 2010).
The appropriateness of the sample size was ascertained with the power analysis (1-β) test
(Cohen, 1992). The posthoc test was performed on G*Power 3.1, at a significance level of
0.05 and effect size of 0.10, resulting in the high magnitude of power 0.9980, which was
above the cut-off value of 0.80 suggested by Cohen (1992).

4 Results
4.1 Measurement model
The unidimensionality of the theoretical constructs was tested through CFA (Gerbing
& Anderson, 1988). The model fit indices of Chi-square (χ2) = 1729.57, df = 619, χ2/
df = 2.794, RMSEA = 0.061, CFI = 0.887, and TLI = 0.896 ensured a moderate fit (Bentler
& Bonett, 1980; Hu & Bentler, 1999; Carmines & McIver, 1983). The convergent validity was tested by referring to the factor loadings obtained from exploratory factor analysis, composite reliability (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1978; O’Leary-Kelly & Vokurka, 1998),
and average variance extracted (AVE) scores (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). As observed in
Table 1, all the factor loadings for the items were higher than the recommended cut-off
value of 0.50 (Hair et al., 2014). The composite reliability and AVE values were also
higher than the recommended cut-off of 0.70 and 0.50, respectively (see Table 2). The factor loadings, composite reliability, and the AVE ensured that the selected constructs had
no convergent validity issues. The discriminant validity was tested by comparing the correlation between the constructs and the square root of AVE. Table 2 shows that the square
root AVE (shown in bold numerical) for each construct was higher than the correlations
between that construct and the other constructs, ensuring no discriminant validity issues
(Fornell & Larcker, 1981).

Table 2  Composite reliability,
AVE, and correlations between
the constructs

Constructs

CR

AVE

SSCP

SSCP

0.985

0.860

CI
II
SI
BT

0.985
0.879
0.947
0.908

0.928
0.558
0.752
0.525

0.927

0.395
0.481
0.481
0.334

CI

II

SI

BT

0.964
0.610
0.577
0.558

0.747
0.629
0.403

0.867
0.344

0.725

CR Composite reliability, AVE Average variance extracted, SSCP Sustainable Supply chain performance, CI Customer integration, II Internal integration, SI Supplier integration, BT Blockchain technology
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4.2 Hypothesis testing
The SEM was used to analyze the structural model and test the hypothesis developed in
the study. Using SPSS software, the standardized beta coefficients (β) and multiple correlation coefficients (R2) for the model’s constructs are depicted in Fig. 2. The structural
model shown in Fig. 2 represents BT’s combined and indirect effect on SSCP through the
mediating effect of SCI. It is noteworthy that financial performance is considered as the
only driver for economical supply chain sustainability. The model exhibited the following
modification indices: 𝜒 2 = 12.654, 𝜒 2/df ratio = goodness of fit index (GFI) = 0.95, adjusted
goodness of fit index (AGFI) = 0.84, non-normated fit index (NFI) = 0.93, comparative fit
index (CFI) = 0.94 and root mean square residual (RMR) = 0.05, indicating a satisfactory
model fit (Bentler & Bonett, 1980; Carmines & McIver, 1983; Hu & Bentler, 1999).

4.2.1 Direct effects of BTA on SCI and SSCP (H1 and H2)
The direct effects of BT on the SSCP (H1) and SCI (H2) were analyzed using SEM analysis. The hypothesis H1, stating that the BT directly and positively affects the SSCP was
found to be significant (β = 0.192, p = 0.002) with the BT explaining of 6.5% (R2) of the
variance in the dependent variable SSCP. The hypothesis H2, stating that BTA directly and
positively affects the SCI, was also significant (β = 0.329, p = 0.000), with the BTA explaining 30.8% (R2) of the variance in the dependent variable SCI. The R2 coefficient values,
being relatively low, indicate that exogenous variables may intervene in our dependent variables. However, this does not alter the fit of our model.

4.2.2 Mediating effect of SCI on BTA and SSCP (H3)
The values obtained from the analysis of the integrated research model in Fig. 2 were used
to analyze SCI’s mediating effect on the relationship between BTA and SSCP. Hoyle and
Kenny (1999) identified three conditions of mediation as full mediation, partial mediation,
and no mediation. Full mediation exists when the direct effect of the independent variable
on the dependent variable in the presence of the mediating variable is insignificant, and the

Fig. 2  Integrated structural equation model
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direct effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable without mediating variable is significant. The direct effects of the BTA with and without the mediating variable
on the SSCP are given in Table 3. The result indicates a significant presence of SCI with
a full mediation effect on the relationship between the BTA and SSCP. The significance
of this effect was tested using the Sobel test (Sobel, 1982). The result indicates that the
mediation effect is significant with a Z-statistic of 3.96, a standard error of 0.80, and a path
coefficient of β = 0.364 (p < 0.0001). The summary of the results for the hypothesis tested
in the study is presented in Table 4.
The results of the study support the hypothesis stating that BTA directly and positively influences the SSCP. This finding complements the previous studies claiming that
ICT enabled SCI initiatives to positively influence the SSCP (Zhou et al., 2015; Dedrick
et al., 2003; Kauppi, 2013; Kim & Park 2013; Qrunfleh & Tarafdar 2014; Vanpoucke et al.,
2017). Further, the hypothesis stating that BTA directly and positively influences the SCI
supports a similar claim made by previous researchers on the use of new technologies for
integrating supply chains (Xu et al., 2017; Korpela et al., 2017; Kshetri 2018; Biswas et al.,
2017; Lu & Xu, 2017). The results recognize SCI’s role as a significant mediating variable between the BTA and SSCP, validating the previous studies assessing ICT-enabled
integration technologies on SSCP (De Vass & Shee, 2018; Rai et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2015;
Sundram et al., 2018). In the fully mediated model, BTA and SCI explained 39% of the
variance in SSCP

5 Study implications
Below are the main implications of this study for theory and practice.

5.1 Theoretical implications
Applying dynamic capabilities theory, the study provided understanding into the relationship between BTA, SCI, and SSCP. The findings suggest that the disruptions caused by the
digitization of supply chains can be addressed by adopting BT, which influences the SSCP
through the SCI improvements. Following empirical analysis, it is found that BT is a significant dynamic capability of the organization that can integrate, builds and reconfigure,
both the internal and external competencies to address the challenges posed by the rapidly
changing environment (Saberi et al., 2019).
Our results also highlight the fact that stakeholders’ integration in the SC matter.
The development and/or improvement of suppliers and customers integration in the
SC can help organizations while implementing BT in their pursuit of SSCP (De Vass
& Shee, 2018; Yu et al., 2015). This finding accords with previous research on SSCP.
Indeed, the more stakeholders and partners in the SC an organization can integrate in
its sustainability strategy, the more it may benefit from BT technology to enhance its
partnership and SC integrity. Openness, transparency, neutrality, reliability, and security for all supply chain agents and stakeholders can exist in this technological context
(Bai & Sarkis, 2020; Kamble et al., 2020). Besides, as an organization becomes more
capable of accomplishing these goals, it may also become more dynamic and responsive to the environmental changes related to its SC. BT enables organizations to new
offerings in a shorter period and reorganizes sustainable supply chains according to
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Independent variable

Significant with β = 0.192, at p = 0.002

The direct relationship without mediation

Dependent variable

Table 3  Summary of mediation effects

Insignificant with β= − 0.05, at p = 0.658

The direct relationship in the presence of mediation
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Table 4  Summary of the hypothesis tested in the study
Hypotheses

Unstandardized
estimate

S.E.

C.R.

Sig.

Result

H1: BTA directly and positively influences the
SSCP

0.192

0.063 3.036 0.002 Supported

H2: BTA directly and positively influences SCI
H3: SCI mediates the relationship between
BTA and SSCP

0.329
0.364*

0.084 3.938 0.000 Supported
–
Full mediation exists

*Standardized coefficient based on the values obtained in Fig. 2

changes in stakeholder’s demand (Bai & Sarkis, 2020). This is particularly true since
BT can support faster data collection, storage, and management, supporting significant
product and supply chain information (Saberi et al., 2019).
Economically, implementing BT can favor organizations and their SSCP from various levels influencing their economic performance. Indeed, waste and cost reduction
may result in enhanced green performance, such as reduced raw material consumption
and energy efficiency (Belhadi et al., 2018). Additionally, blockchains may give rise to
supply chain disintermediation where fewer partners lead to transaction costs and time
reduction, decreasing business waste in the supply chain (Saberi et al., 2019). Besides,
BT can communicate all changes of the data on the spot, enabling for potentially fast
deployment of products and processes while reducing human errors and transaction
times (Bai & Sarkis, 2020; Di Vaio & Varriale, 2020). Moreover, BT can guarantee
the data’s security and authenticity, which will reduce the cost of hindering data from
willful and fickle infringement, increasing supply chain risks and reducing business
reliability (De Vass & Shee, 2018). Besides, customers and government now ask for
transparency within the supply chain. Pioneering companies realized the competitive
advantage of transparency (Saberi et al., 2019), increasing customers’ trust to purchase
more and benefit the firm financially (Bai & Sarkis, 2020; Saberi et al., 2019).
Thus, the study contributes to theory by providing empirical evidence on BT’s
impact on the SSCP. The findings addressed the gap and argued that BT is positively
influencing SSCP under SCI’s mediating effect. The results also extend the literature
on ICT-enabled technologies, i.e., BT, SCI, and SSCP (Saberi et al., 2019) by proposing a moderated multi-mediation model helpful in understanding the complex dynamics and interrelationships in this context. Hence, BT is related to supply chain integration and sustainable supply chain performance (Bai & Sarkis, 2020). Our study also
contributes to the extant body of knowledge about the external and internal factors of
supply chain integration that prevent or promote the successful adoption of BT with
the aim of SSCP by highlighting the effect of different dimensions of SCI, namely, process integration (PI), supplier integration (SI), and customer integration (CI).
Finally, the research is of extreme value since it focuses on BT outcomes, specifically in the automotive sector, which is less considered in the literature. In such an
industry, the process becomes much digitalized; hence, automotive companies may
benefit the most from BT adoption.
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5.2 Managerial implications
The study shows that the practitioners in the automotive industries perceive that the
BT-enabled SCI enhances the SSCP based on the financial component as a driver of
supply chains’ economic sustainability. Our findings support the fact that blockchain is
believed to be a disruptive force in the automobile industry, with most industry practitioners prepared to invest in this technology (FRPT, 2018). The BT in the automobile
sector can strengthen the trust and collaboration between the business partners, including the customers and the vehicles (Schifanella et al., 2021).
The BT is found to have a direct effect on all three dimensions of SCI. This implies
that BT as a dynamic capability is perceived to improve both the external (suppliers and
customers) competencies and internal integration. SC managers can utilize these insights
to enhance their SC network efficiency with the adoption of BT. The blockchain-enabled
SC uses shared, secured, decentralized ledgers, and autonomous smart contracts, reducing intermediaries’ role in the SC networks, thus making the supply chain more secure
and reliable. Our results support the automobile industry’s various initiatives in developing an eco-system built on trust and partnership. Chen et al. (2020) advocate BT’s use in
resolving the disputes that occur in the used car transactions due to lack of transparency
in transactions. They propose BT to upload the vehicle information by the owners, regulatory authorities, workshop mechanics, insurance agencies, and other automobile eco-system stakeholders, benefitting the used car transactions. The BT in the automobile industry
supports symmetric information enhancing trust. BT for the reduction in fraud related to
automobile odometers (Abbade et al., 2020) proposes. The proposed framework adopts an
efficient consensus algorithm based on proof of work. Baza et al. (2019) proposed a distributed firmware update scheme for intelligent vehicles based on Blockchain and smart
contract technology. They used a consortium blockchain involving different manufacturers
to ensure the authenticity and integrity of firmware updates. A reward system is built is
established to incentivize the vehicles to distribute the updates that maintains a credit reputation for each distributor account in the Blockchain.
These features provide the organizations with error-free and immutable information
accessible to all the authorized partners providing a high level of integration. It is implied
that one of the critical reason for SCI to be a significant mediating variable is the increased
level of data security provided by the BT, which restricts the SC members to provide false
information, replace or make any changes in the existing information increasing the level of
trust and confidence in the SC transactions (Paliwal et al., 2020). The finding implies that
the blockchain capabilities improved supplier integration, strengthening the SCI, resulting
in improved relationships with the suppliers, quality products, and quick deliveries.
BT has massive potential for internet-enabled vehicles or self-driving cars. The intelligent vehicles will be exposed to an insecure environment and several vulnerabilities.
Trustworthiness, accuracy, and security of received and broadcasted data would be of
high significance in such settings, wherein BT can be used to build a reliable peer-topeer network. Further, Singh and Kim (2018) proposed a BT-enabled intelligent vehicle communication framework. The performance of this framework was validated with
emphasis on real-time traffic scenarios. The above developments in the automobile
industry support our findings on BT’s role in enhancing the external supply chain integration and developing a partner eco-system based on trust and reliability dimensions.
Similarly, it enhances the relational trust with the customers by providing them with
access to the products’ historical information. The customers can trace the product to
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its origin, which is not possible in the traditional supply chains. The benefits of blockchain-enabled SCI are implied to be grounded in mutual trust and commitment and can
provide optimized benefits to the organizations. Specifically, given that the automotive
supply chains extend over different industries, countries, and are governed by other regulatory boundaries, BT for data sharing is believed to be a highly efficient way to manage reference data. It is implied that BT will reduce data errors and provide real-time
access to critical data across the supply chain partners, ensuring natural workflows and
availability of tampered proof authentic data. Likewise, in terms of traceability across
the supply chain, BT enables the automotive industry to go one step forward towards a
new era of end-to-end transparency in the global supply chain system where customers
and suppliers can share any information with increased confidence in a trusted network.
The study results are highly beneficial to the practitioners who are in the transition of
implementing BT in their organizations. In India, BT is a relatively new concept, and our
findings will encourage automotive industry practitioners to invest in BT and enhance their
SC sustainability.

6 Conclusions
The study aimed to assess the relationship between BT, SCI, and SSCP. Responses collected from 138 Indian automotive companies were analyzed following confirmatory factor
analysis and structural equation modeling. Underpinning the study on dynamic capabilities
theory, BT is found to impact the organizational resources and supply chain performance.
The study supports the previous literature on ICT-enabled SCs, acknowledging BT’s decisive role in affecting the SSCP through the mediation of supply chain integration.
Like any other research study, our study outlines some limitations that pave the way for
future research directions. Since the study is based on limited data collected from a specific
sector, it is difficult to generalize the findings. The study is based on managers’ perceptions in the Indian automotive industry; thus, the results may not align with other countries
or sectors. The results are likely to be different for under-developed countries with limited organizational capability and ICT resources availability. Although care was taken to
approach only respondents who were familiar with BT’s concept, the level of understanding is expected to vary and thus the perceived benefits of BT for SSCP.
Further, the current study considers mainly the economic component of SSCP. However, future studies are recommended to put more focus on environmental and social SSCP.
Besides, BT applications are typically integrated with other emerging technologies from
Industry 4.0, such as big data analytics, IoT, and additive manufacturing. The present study
did not consider any specific technology integration with BT. Therefore, future studies can
consider such integration to draw far-reaching implications.

Appendix: Details of measurement items
Blockchain technology adoption
Please evaluate the blockchain applications your company is in the process of implementing or implemented using the measurement scales provided below:
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1 = not considering it; 2 = planning to consider it, which means in the early phases of discussion and consideration which may not be considered for final implementations; 3 = considering it currently, which means that it has been planned for and is due to be implemented but not carried out yet; 4 = being implemented; 5 = implementing successfully.
BT1	Smart contracts for automatically implementing multiparty agreements.
BT2	Order validation and approval.
BT3	Invoice processing and final payment settlement.
BT4	Verification of conflict-free raw material.
BT5	Validating the manufacturing parameters.
BT6	Leveraging the scale of big data availability.
BT7	Standardized quality documentation.
BT8	Integrating the manufacturing practices.
BT9	Logistics asset management (such as machines, transport vehicles, warehouses,
material handling equipment’s etc.)

Supply chain integration
Please indicate how the following statements apply to your supply chain in the past three
years (5-point scale: strongly disagree – strongly agree).

Supplier Integration
SI1	Established strategic partnerships with our key suppliers.
SI2	Include key suppliers in planning and goal-setting activities.
SI3	Create an environment of trust and benefit with our suppliers.
SI4	Use information technologies to share real-time information with our key suppliers.
SI5	Seek guidance and involve our key suppliers in joint problem solving.
SI6	Involve suppliers in product design and development.

Customer integration
CI1	Established strategic partnership with our key customers.
CI2	Involve our key customers in improving inter-organizational processes.
CI3	Create an environment of trust and benefit with our customers.
CI4	Use information technologies to strengthen the linkages with customers.
CI5	Involve customers in product design and development.

Internal Integration
II1	All the internal functions in my organization have data integration and are in synchronization with each other.
II2	We use enterprise resource planning applications for integrating the different functions II3: Integrative inventory management.
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II4	All the supply chain functions namely: planning, sourcing, production, delivery and
sales have real-time integration.
II5	We have regular inter-departmental meetings for identification and solving internal
issues.
II6	
The product design team has representation from different cross-functional
departments.

Sustainable Supply chain performance (SSCP).
Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement as the statement relates to your organization’s primary supply chain (5-point scale: strongly disagree
– strongly agree).
SSCP1	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to deliver zero-defect
products to final customers.
SSCP2	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to deliver value-added
services to final customers.
SSCP3	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to eliminate late, damaged and incomplete orders to final customers.
SSCP4	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to quickly respond to
and solve problems of the final customers.
SSCP5	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to deliver products precisely on-time to final customers.
SSCP6	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to deliver precise quantities to final customers.
SSCP7	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to deliver shipments of
variable size on a frequent basis to final customers.
SSCP8	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to deliver small lot
sizes and shipping case sizes to final customers.
SSCP9	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to minimize total product cost to final customers.
SSCP10	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to minimize all types of
waste throughout the supply chain.
SSCP11	This organization’s primary supply chain has the ability to minimize channel
safety stock throughout the supply chain.
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